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According to Einstein’s STR ( Special Theory of Relativity ) matter and energy are
equivalent. i.e. Matter can be converted into energy. In 1945, 40 years after the
publication of E = mc result, the atomic bombs were made. Nowadays several
countries are in possession of modern powers.
In 1986, M. Philips, graduate student of Princeton University proved that the
manufacture if micro atomic bombs are possible. To make an atomic bomb several
costly raw materials are required. The preparation process is very dangerous. A very
huge amount of money is needed. It is possible for a replica of an atomic bomb?
And also without any raw materials and facing risk of process? The answer is yes.
The alternative candidate to the atomic bomb is a graviton bomb.
According to Einstein’s general theory of relativity, we should not separate gravity
from space. It is a part and partial of space. Even light can not escape from black
holes but the black holes can not detain gravitons. Needless to say, we can switch
on and switch off TVs at our home by remote control. Even satellites which are
away from several lacks of kilometers are remotely controlled. Similarly let us try
and control the gravitons. If we could control gravitons, we can transform
gravitational force into nuclear strong interaction force. By merely sitting at our
home on earth, we can do the wonders say in the moon, mars, mercury etc..

One may assert that it is purely impossible. Let us recall Napoleon Bonaparte, the
famous French Emperor’s, most quotable sayings: “The word impossible should be
taken away from the dictionary”. The author deduced the fifth Euclidean’s postulate
from the other four postulates [1], [2] and [3]. This proposition, which is 2300 years
old, was established by, Lobachevskii, Bolyai, Causs and Riemann that it is
impossible to prove.. So I politely but confidently declare that we can be successful
in the implementation of graviton bomb project.
“Imagination is more important than knowledge” – Albert Einstein

GRAVITON WARS
Everything came from space. Gravity is everywhere in space. We can’t separate gravity
and space. Both are interlinked. There are five kinds of forces .viz gravitational,
magnetic, electric, nuclear weak interaction and nuclear strong interaction forces.
Maxwell unified electric and magnetic forces. It is called electromagnetic force. Abdus

Salam and Steven Weinberg unified electromagnetic and nuclear weak interaction
forces. This is called electroweak force.

Physicists are attempting to unify electroweak and nuclear strong interaction forces
with gravitational force. It is believed that this theoretical effort will be achieved
shortly. But the experimental verification will remain untouched. It means that we
have to convert electromagnetic and nuclear forces into gravitational force. If one
can be successful in this he/she is definitely the Generator, Operator and Destroyer
of this Universe.
A Cautionary Tale:
The eminent Nobel Laureate physicist Prof. Ms. Lynda Johnson, 41, lives in Florida. She
has been working hard to convert gravitational force into nuclear force and nuclear forces
into gravitational forces for the last 15 years. Many brilliant research assistants are also
working with Prof. Lynda. Ms. Lynda is successful in her efforts. She could be able to
convert gravitational force into nuclear strong interaction force. The name of her
invention is Graviton – Remote – Control.

Allen Brutus is the most dangerous and wicked Mafia Chief. One of Ms. Lynda’s
associates is Miss Diana Rossi. Miss Diana is the concubine of Brutus. With the
help of Diana, Brutus kills Prof. Lynda Johnson and steals the Graviton – Remote
– Control.
Brutus uses Graviton – Remote – Control (hereafter called GRC) for evil purposes. When he
clicks the “destruction button” the important offices, industries, dams, research centers etc.,
explodes into pieces and ashes. GRC converts gravity around those places into strong interaction
force and everything burns in a minute. All the combined forces of army, navy, air force and
ICBM (inter continental bulla tic missiles) could not even reach the head quarters of Brutus. The
reason in that Brutus has built with the help of GRC a strong graviton fence around his place.
When all the sophisticated destruction missiles and robots approach the graviton fence, it
swallows and nothing happens.

Brutus blackmails world leaders and people to obey him. His ambition is to rule the whole
earth. He says that he is the GOD. All the effort, to defeat Brutus fails on earth.
Dr. Moses is one of the old students of physicist Lynda Johnson. He attempts to invent an
antidote for GRC. Ultimately, after perpetual attempts round the clock, he has found an anti
graviton remote control (Hereafter called AGRC). AGRC destroys graviton force built by
Brutus. And, thank God, AGRC makes GRC vanish into gravity – space. Brutus is captured
alive and put behind the bars

